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Abstract: 
Industrial processes share a relevant portion of global energy consumption. Heat can be provided by solar 
thermal technologies aimed at the sustainable industry. A large variety of high energy-demanding industrial 
processes need hot air in the medium temperature range, provided by natural gas combustion or by electricity. 
Hot air is used as a medium in a large variety of processes such as drying, curing, and thermal treatments of 
several products and materials. Non-concentrating flat plate type solar collectors can directly heat air up to 
100 °C while higher temperatures can be achieved using linear concentrating technology. In this study an 
innovative system using linear Fresnel collectors directly provides hot air for the industry up to 350 °C, avoiding 
the need for liquid heat transfer fluids. Accordingly, the installation is simplified, and lower installation and 
maintenance requirements are expected compared to other solar technologies. The present studies provide 
an energetic and economic analysis of the concentrating solar air heater, considering a medium-scale 
benchmark as a reference case in Southern Europe locations. The results indicate that the solar technology 
here presented can be economically competitive with other solar thermal solutions, having a huge potential for 
fossil fuel source replacement in hot air based industrial processes. 
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1. Introduction 
Industry consumes more than one-third of global energy [1] and is responsible for a quarter of global 
emissions. The greater industrial energy demand is heat, followed by electricity, provided almost totally from 
fossil fuel sources. Industrial heat consumption is estimated at around 85 EJ at the global level and is almost 
completely provided from fossil fuel. The total heat demand for low and medium temperature applications (< 
400°C) accounts for 44 EJ, required by a large variety of industrial processes in any industrial sector.  

Aiming at decarbonization, solar thermal technologies are good candidates for replacing fossil fuel 
technologies in industrial heat production. Besides costs, space availability, and solar resource, the application 
of Solar Thermal (ST) technologies to industrial heat is limited by their operating temperature range. Flat Plate 
Collectors (FPC) and Evacuated Tube Collectors (ETC) are suitable for low-temperature heat requirements (< 
150 °C). Linear concentrating solar collectors are capable to provide heat at higher temperatures and efficiency 
than non-concentrating solar collectors e.g. [2] and they are receiving increasing attention for application to 
industrial processes [3]. Both Parabolic Trough Collectors (PTC) and Linear Fresnel Collectors (LFC) can 
provide heat in the medium temperature range (150 - 400 °C). 
Hot air is used as a medium (working fluid) in a large variety of processes such as drying, curing, and thermal 
treatments of several products and materials [4]. Hot process air can be obtained by heating ambient air 
“indirectly” through a heat exchanger which is fed by a proper heat transfer fluid HTF (thermal oil, steam, hot 
water). HTF is heated by a conventional heat supply. Another common option is to heat air “directly” through 
a burner so that heated air and exhaust gases are mixed and utilized in the thermal process.  

Linear concentrating collectors such as Parabolic Trough Collectors PTC and Linear Fresnel Collector LFC 
are commonly equipped with a heat transfer fluid HTF. Such are pressurized water, thermal oil, or steam, to 
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carry heat from the receiver tube that absorbs the concentrated solar irradiance and conveys it to the industrial 
process where it is needed. A heat exchanger is required to deliver heat to the processes when the heating 
medium differs from the HTF.

Their application for hot air production has been rarely documented, e.g. [6] and [7]. They use an indirect 
scheme where an HTF/air heat exchanger HX is needed to heat the process air. 

An innovative scheme was proposed by [8] aiming at direct heating air inside the evacuated tube-type receiver 
of a linear concentrating collector. The theoretical analysis carried out revealed the feasibility of direct heating 
air in PTCs or LFCs under the appropriate range of solar field configuration. The pumping power needed for 
blowing air through the standard evacuated receiver tube rapidly grows with the solar field scale. To overcome 
this limitation, they propose to couple the solar field with an automotive turbocharger in a specific Brayton cycle 
configuration. The turbocharger allows operating with higher air density without consuming external auxiliary 
energy for pumping and blowing. A further numerical study [9] confirmed the technical feasibility of the turbo-
assisted concentrating solar air heater, in that case, using a linear Fresnel Collector. A prototype has been 
built and tested allowing the full characterization of the small-scale linear Fresnel solar field available, using 
only air as the heat transfer fluid [10]. It operated assisted by a commercial turbocharger for air pumping [11]. 
The present study provides an energetic and economic analysis of the turbo-assisted concentrating solar air 
heater (T-SAH) applied to a generic process air heating case study, considering a -medium-scale benchmark
as a reference.

2. Turbo-assisted concentrating solar air heater 
According to the methodology detailed in [12], a benchmark solar field configuration is set. It is based on a 
commercial linear Fresnel collector [13], Fig.1. The solar field consists of 32 modules with 26.4 m2 of primary 
mirrors area, forming a total active area of 845 m2. The gross area of each module is 36 m2 which gives a 
gross area occupied by the installation of 1270 m2, including minimum spacing. 

The LFC is equipped with a standard evacuated receiver tube. An automotive turbocharger joins a compressor 
and a turbine in a compact device with a common shaft, Fig.1. The compressor increases the air pressure 

up to 2 to 3.5 bar, according to operating conditions, before solar heating. Air velocities and stagnation pressure 
drops are minimized due to the increased density. After heating up to 450 - 550 °C, air expands through the 
turbine, which recovers the compressing power. This way no external auxiliary power is needed for air blowing. 
An auxiliary compressor is used for control and during starting transients only, with negligible yearly energy 
consumption. 

Figure. 1. Benchmark turbo-assisted concentrating solar air heater plant T-SAH.

Using a Typical Meteorological Year TMY, the delivered hot air stream and the thermal power delivered to the 
user are simulated for each hour of the year for a given location, resulting in a detailed yearly based 
assessment. The benchmark plant simulated is located in Madrid city, Spain.

Figure 2 shows the behavior of the system across a typical summer clear day through the main operating 
parameters involved. Fig.2 (a) reports the temperature profile during the day in the main points of the air circuit
according to Fig. 1. It can be noticed as the delivered air temperature is relatively flat around 350 °C, 
thanks to the behavior of the turbocharger. The mass flow rate varies according to the solar thermal power 
available. Pressurization imposed by the turbocharger reaches a pressure ratio of at midday, 
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which allows the minimization of pressure drops across the solar field and enables the turbine to drive the 
compressor without external aid (freewheeling). Accordingly, the required inlet turbine temperature goes up to 
550 °C, while the receiver wall temperature  does not overcome its thermal limit ( ). In spring 
and winter days both mass flow rate as well as operating temperature are lower, while the outlet air temperature 
is steadily above 300 °C.  

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 2 Turbocharged Solar Air Heater T-SAH performances vs. true solar time TST during a clear summer 
day. Solar field orientation N-S. TST: true Solar Time; T, p: temperature and pressure according to Fig.1; : 
receiver wall temperature at tube outlet, : maximum allowable receiver wall temperature;  
turbocompressor (corrected) rotational speed; : compressor efficiency; : turbine efficiency; : 
compressor pressure ratio; : turbine pressure ratio;  mass flow rate; thermal efficiency. 

Extending the simulation to the whole Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) annual results can be obtained. 
Oriented in the North-South direction and located in Madrid, Spain (40° 24' 59’’ N, 3° 42' 9’’ W) the solar field 
provides an annual energy yield  of thermal energy as hot air between 300 °C and 
400 °C, working 2880 , Tab.1. 
 

Table 1. Yearly energetic performances 

  845 

  2880 

  500 

  592.1 

  491 

  1600 

 - 0.3 

 

Although the previous results have general validity, in this analysis T-SAH delivers hot air to a specific thermal 
process, i.e. a medium-temperature drying process. The pre-existing conventional air heating device is 
assumed to be a natural gas burner, which is a common option in the industry. The burner sends to the process 
a mixture of combustion gases and air (referred to as hot air for simplicity) at the desired temperature, here 
assumed to be constant at 300 °C. 

At least two options are viable for the integration of solar hot air into the existing air heating system: series and 
parallel integration with the natural gas burner, Fig.3.  The integration concept chosen here is a parallel scheme 
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where T-SAH and the burner provide hot air for the process as in Fig.3(b). Whenever solar air flow is provided 
by the solar field it is totally sent to the process, having a priority over the burner airflow. The latter is adjusted 
by controlling the mass flow rate and temperature in order to meet the process requirements in terms of thermal 
power and air temperature. This way the solar air flow enables a reduction of burner thermal power, resulting 
in natural gas savings. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure. 3 Integration concept of T-SAH into air bases thermal process. i.e. drying: series integration (a); parallel 
integration (b). 
 
The thermal load profile of the process depends on the specific factory, its requirements, and production 
schedule. Although any load profile is possible, some common patterns are recognized. A typical case is 
having a constant thermal load for continuous production. Another option is having a daily variation of thermal 
load according to the working hours of the factory. This can include or not the weekend among the working 
days. Here the thermal load  is assumed to be 100% of the peak load , each day of the week 
including weekend days, from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. During the rest of the hours thermal load is null.  
The thermal load profile is shown in Fig.4 together with the solar production profile  vs. the hours of the year 
for one week in summer Fig.4(a) and one week in winter Fig.4(b). The solar production interval and thermal 
load-interval are quite similar so that, even without thermal storage, the process can absorb almost all the solar 
thermal energy provided. The used thermal energy is in each hour . On annual basis 

 The solar fraction  is the ratio between the  and  in each time interval and indicates the amount 
of thermal load provided by solar. Fig. 4 reports on the second axis the SF for the selected weeks. It is clear 
that on summer days  reaches up to 0.8, while it is much lower on typical winter days,  On an 
annual basis, the solar fraction is .  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 4. Solar production and thermal load weekly profiles: (a) typical summer week; (b) typical winter week.  
 

3. Economy analysis 
The economic analysis is carried out on the benchmark plant of Fig.1. Estimations of the installation costs 
CAPEX and operating cost OPEX are obtained on the grounds of the current stage of development of the 
technologies and products involved. Levelized cost of heat (LCOH) and discounted payback period (DPB) are 
used as the main economic parameters for the analysis.  

Here it is assumed that solar-generated heat replaces the corresponding amount of convectional heat, 
generated by a natural gas burner.  
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The evaluation of conventional energy cost evaluation is non-trivial. Natural gas cost for industrial consumers 
varies by country, besides varying with the consumption volume of the factory and time. The price volatility 
has increased in Europe in recent months as a consequence of the geopolitical situation and supply 
uncertainties related to the major gas suppliers. 

Eurostat [14] provides the natural gas price for “non-household” consumers across recent years in Europe. 
The “non-household” consumer definition includes industrial consumers and other large consumers with 
annual consumption above 1000 GJ (277 MWh), excluding powerplants and chemical process consumers. 
Non-household consumers are divided into six bands as reported in Tab.2. 
As a general trend of the averaged value, since 2008 the price trend was increasing until 2013 reaching a peak 
at 42 €/MWh in the first half of 2013, then decreased down to 28 €/MWh in the first part of 2021. In 2021-2022 
the prices have grown remarkably up to 65 €/MWh. Tab. 2 reports the recorded values for Spain and EU27 
countries during the first semester of 2021 and 2022 when a large price variation occurred. These values are 
considered as a span for the price variation in the following economic study. 
 

Table. 2.  Non-household natural gas price including taxes by consumption bands, 2021-2022, €/MWh 

  2021-S1 2022-S1 
Consumption 
band 

Annual consumption EU27 Spain EU27 Spain 

Band-I1 < 277 MWh 57.2 45.2 90.8 108.1 
Band-I2 277 – 2 770 MWh 48.3 39.6 81.6 89 
Band-I3 2 770 -  27 700 MWh 36.7 28.7 76.4 88.2 
Band-I4 27 700 - 277 000 MWh 29.7 27.1 76.2 93.3 
Band-I5 277 000 -1 108 000 MWh 27.7 28.1 87.7 92.1 
Band-I6 > 1 108 000 MWh  26.6 26.1 97.7 89.2 

 

 

3.1. LCOH 
The LCOH is the cost of the generation of thermal energy (Heat), hence the minimum price at which it must 
be sold to recover the cost of installation (CAPEX) and the costs of operation and maintenance (OPEX, here 
named ) during the lifetime of the plant. It is defined in an analogous way as the Levelized Cost of Energy 

 used for electricity production financial analysis. Here it is assumed that  is the cost of solar-
generated heat, substituting the corresponding amount of convectional heat, generated by a conventional 
heating system.  

According to IEA task 54, the  can be estimated as follows, considering constant annual discount rates 
: 

 

 
(1) 

with  initial investment and in due case discounted end-of-life replacements;  subsidies on the installation; 
 yearly operation and maintenance cost, : corporate tax in %; : asset depreciation; : residual 

value;  Annual energy yield; : Lifetime;  discount rate % year-1. 

The above expression results in the following simplified version when assuming ; , and is used 
in this study. 

 

 
(2) 

 
Relevant parameters used are reported in Tab. 3. Initial investment  has two main components. 
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The solar field cost plays the major role compared to other costs including hydraulic and 
auxiliary equipment, control, and instrumentation. Solar field cost represents close to 90% of the initial 
investment. Although this is a common feature in solar installation, here is more evident since the auxiliary 
equipment is simplified thanks to the novel layout of direct air heating. The heat transfer fluid HTF and air/HTF 
heat exchanger are avoided with their related installation and maintenance costs.  

Table 3. Financial parameters 

Discount rate  5% 

Operation and Maintenance  1% of initial investment  

Lifetime  25 years 

Solar field cost per m2  380-580 €/m2 

Other costs (hydraulic and auxiliary 
equipment, control and 

instrumentation… ) 

 50 000 € 

 

The LCOH is obtained as a function of unitary solar field cost , for the benchmark case having an annual 
energy yield of 491 MWh. It ranges between 61 €/MWh ( )  and 89 €/MWh ( ), 

with an average of 75 €/MWh ( ). The comparison with natural gas costs suggests as the adoption 
of T-SAH can be economically viable when natural gas cost stays above its average value.  

Fig. 5 shows the obtained LCOH in comparison with the natural gas cost for different consumption bands as 
in Tab. 2. The LCOH is higher than the minimum natural gas price so economic convenience is not guaranteed. 
When the natural gas prices are higher (as in 2022) the solar heat can be competitive or even cheaper. 
Besides, the smaller consumers suffer higher prices which can facilitate the adoption of solar energy solutions, 
but they must be able to consume all the solar heat provided by a flexible heat demand or via storage, not 
considered in this analysis. Considering the subsidies on the initial investment LCOH decreases: 48 €/MWh 
with  and the percentage of subsidies on the initial investment of . 

 

Figure 5. LCOH and natural gas cost span (2021-2022) in EU27 and Spain. 

 

3.2. DPB 
Discounted payback time DPB accounts for the time value of the money, hence it discounts the actual cash 
inflow for each year at the defined discount rate. Discounted Payback time  also depends on the cost of 
the conventional energy that is being replaced. A simplified equation is used for its evaluation are Eqs. (3) - 
(4). Yearly cash flow CF comes from natural gas costs avoided  and operation and maintenance costs 
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. The conversion efficiency of natural gas burner is assumed unitary. 

 

 

 
(3) 

 

 
(4) 

Due to the variability of the conventional energy source price, it is convenient to show the  as a function 
of that price, as in Fig. 6. Three curves are shown representing the  assuming a solar field cost 

,  and considering the subsidies  of the capital costs. The 

DPB holds relatively high values, above 10 years in the actual range of natural gas prices. A decrease in LFC 
cost is required to lower the DPB either with subsidies or not. Considering an average natural gas price of 65 
€/MWh,  is obtained when the LFC cost drops to , without subsidies on the initial 
investment.  
 

 
 
Figure 6. Discounted Payback Time DPB against the natural gas cost, for different unitary solar field costs 
and subsides percentage on the initial investment .  
 

Conclusions 
A novel layout for solar heat production for industrial processes has been studied from the economic 
perspective according to the energy yield utilization. The innovative concept uses concentrating linear Fresnel 
collectors to implement a solar air heater able to heat directly ambient air up to 300-400 °C for its usage in air-
based thermal processes in the industry. An energetic analysis is carried out through numerical modeling of 
the solar heating system. A benchmark plant is configured and simulated across a typical meteorological year 
in Madrid city, Spain. The concentrating solar air heater is coupled with a thermal process, taking into account 
a parallel integration scheme and a given thermal load time profile. The simulation provides the annual 
performance of the solar facility in terms of energy provided and natural gas consumption avoided. An 845 m2 
solar field delivers to the process up to 500 MWh per year of thermal energy, corresponding to 30% of the 
consumption of the considered thermal process. The solar field allows for saving 52,000 Sm3 of natural gas 
and 104 tons of CO2 per year. The results indicate that the solar technology here presented can be competitive 
with other solar thermal solutions, having a huge potential for fossil fuel source replacement in hot air based 
industrial processes. 
An economic analysis is carried out to evaluate the investment and operation costs of the solar system. The 
Levelized cost of Heat and Discounted Payback time indicates that the solution proposed can be competitive 
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with natural gas in the recent European price range, despite a reduction of solar field cost and sustained 
subsidies policy are required to improve economic feasibility. 
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Nomenclature 
 
Latin Subscripts 

  Aperture surface area [m2]   Air 
 Auxiliary compressor   Ambient 
 Cash flow  Useful 

 Natural Gas cost   Compression. Compressor 
 Ôperation and Maintenance cost   Demand, load 

 Cost of solar field per m2   Expansion. Turbine 
 Other costs   Inlet 
 Initial Investment   Outlet 
  Air mass flow rate [kg s-1]  Total 
 Turbocharger rotating speed [rpm]   Wall 

 Lifetime [year]   Inlet from atmosphere 
  Pressure [Pa]   Compressor inlet 
 Thermal power [W]  Compressor outlet 
 Thermal energy [J]  Turbine inlet 

 Discount rate  Turbine outlet 
 Solar fraction   

 Subsidies   

 % of subsidies on    
  Temperature [K, °C]   

 True solar time [hr]   
Greek    

 Pressure ratio [-]   
Acronyms    
HTF Heat Transfer Fluid   
DPB Discounted payback   
LCOH Levelized cost of Heat  
LFC Linear Fresnel collector   
PTC Parabolic Trough Collector   
SHIP Solar Heat for Industrial Processes  
T-SAH Turbocharged Solar Air Heater   
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